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Glass car holder with Pump Suction Puluz for GOPRO Hero, DJI

Puluz mount.
The  universal  mount  for  mounting  sports  cameras  is  made of  high-quality,  durable  materials.  Thanks  to  the  air  suction  technology,  it
holds securely and stably to the ground, ensuring the safety of the attached device. Ensure amazing shots with the ability to mount the
camera in the car, on a kayak, yacht, motorcycle and much more.
 
Simple operation
The mount is simple to use, just apply it to a surface and pull the air with the lever. Simple installation ensures no frustration and fast
response time. The unit is adjustable in two places, allowing you to set the perfect angle for the best shots from the perfect angle. The
mount comes with a special pouch for convenient storage of the device.
 
Solid construction
The mount was created from high-quality materials, making it a reliable and durable accessory for your cameras. It can withstand a load
of  as  much as 5 kg,  and thanks to  its  rubber  trim,  it  provides extra protection for  your  equipment  from drops or  scratches.  Universal
mounting ensures wide compatibility, and since it is lightweight and portable, you can take it with you almost anywhere. 
 
	Manufacturer.
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	Puluz
	Manufacturer code	
	PU845B
	Color 	
	Black
	Dimensions	
	14 x 5.2 x 7.2 cm 
	Material	
	Aluminum alloy, rubber
	Compatibility	
	DJI: Osmo Action 3 , Action 2 , Osmo Action; Gopro:  Hero 11 Black Mini , Hero11 Black , HERO10 Black , HERO9 Black , MAX , HERO8
Black , HERO7 Silver , HERO7 Black , HERO7 White , NEW HERO , Fusion , HERO6 Black , HERO5 Black , HERO5 Session

Preço:

€ 41.50

Acessórios para telemóveis, Cars, Acessórios Telemóvel, Phone mounts
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